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Abstract
We study realizations of Lie algebras by vector fields. A correspondence between classi-
fication of transitive local realizations and classification of subalgebras is generalized to the
case of regular local realizations. A reasonable classification problem for general realizations is
rigorously formulated and an algorithm for construction of such classification is presented.
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1 Introduction
There are several main classification problems in the theory of Lie algebras. In particular description
of Lie algebra representations by vector fields give raise to two classification problems. The first
one was first considered by S. Lie and is that of classifying, up to local diffeomorphisms, the finite-
dimensional Lie algebras of vector fields defined on an open subset of the finite-dimensional (usually
dimension is rather low 1, 2 or 3) Euclidean space, see, e.g. [19] and [24]. The second classification
problem starts from the fixed structure of Lie algebra (it’s commutation relations) and classify
all it’s inequivalent realizations, i.e. representations by finite-dimensional vector fields. There is a
number of publications devoted to construction or classification of certain types of realizations or
realizations of fixed Lie algebras. One of the most general result was obtained by Popovych et al.
in [11] (see also references therein), where local realizations of all Lie algebras of dimension less or
equal to four are constructed, although the actual classification problem was not specified in all
details.
Investigation of realizations is motivated by a wide range of applications in the general theory
of differential equations, integration of differential equations and their systems [23, 26], in group
classification of ODEs and PDEs [14], in classification of gravity fields of a general form with respect
to motion groups [21], in geometric control theory and in the theory of systems with superposition
principles [16,28]. Realizations are also applicable in the difference schemes for numerical solutions
of differential equations [15]. Description of realizations is the first step for solving the Levine’s
problem [17] on the second order time-independent Hamiltonian operators which lie in the universal
enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra of the first-order differential operators. The
Levine’s problem was posed in molecular dynamics. In such a way, realizations are relevant in the
theory of quasi-exactly solvable problems of quantum mechanics through the so-called algebraic
approach to scattering theory and molecular dynamics and the list of possible applications of
realizations of Lie algebras is not exhausted by the above-mentioned subjects.
Usually, realizations are considered only locally due to the general locality of Lie approach. The
research is often focused only on certain types of realizations such as transitive or regular since the
classification problem is much more simple in those cases.
Theoretical results on classification of transitive local realizations, together with powerful meth-
ods of explicit computation are already available in the literature [1,2,4,7]. In particular, it can be
shown that classification of all transitive realizations is equivalent to classification of subalgebras.
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These results are summarized in Section 4. The key correspondence between realizations and sub-
algebras was generalized to the case of regular realizations in Section 7. In this section the main
Theorem 1 is equipped by a simple example illustrating the practical computation.
When dealing with general realizations it is actually not so clear how to choose the classification
problem to get reasonable results. As we show in Section 8 one of possible classification problems
could be to find a system of local realizations such that every realization is at each point of a dense
subset of its domain locally equivalent to some realization of this system. Such a system will be
called a complete system of local realizations (see Definition 8) and we show that such a system can
be chosen to consist of regular local realizations.
Finally, in Section 9, we formulate an algorithm that solves the established classification prob-
lem (that is, to find the complete system of local realizations) and Theorem 2 summarizing this
algorithm is followed by an example illustrating this procedure.
2 Realizations
Let g be a real n-dimensional Lie algebra with a structure constants tensor Ckij , i, j, k = 1, . . . , n
and M an m-dimensional smooth manifold. In this paper we study realizations of Lie algebras
by vector fields. By a vector field we mean an element of derivation of a Lie algebra of smooth
functions (that is, differentiable infinitely many times) on some manifold M . The Lie algebra of
vector fields will be denoted VectM .
Definition 1. A realization of g on the manifold M is a homomorphism R : g → VectM . The
realization is called faithful if it is injective.
Another approach is to consider a derivation of the algebra of formal power series over a field
F of characteristic zero DerF [[x]] instead of vector fields (see for example [2]). This definition is
more general regarding the arbitrary field F , on the other hand it corresponds to local analytic
realizations only.
By restricting the realizing vector fields on an open subset U of M we get a restriction of a
realization on U , which we will denote R|U . The manifold, where the realizing vector fields are
defined is called the domain of the realization and denoted DomR.
The realizations are often considered only locally. This means that we specify a point in the
manifold M and consider the realizing vector fields only in a small neighborhood of this point. This
is equivalent to considering the realizations on a neighborhood of zero at Rm. Formally, we can
define a local realization as an equivalence class of realizations that coincide in some neighborhood
of a given point.
Definition 2. Let a point p ∈ M and let U1 and U2 be neighborhoods of p. Then realizations
R1 and R2 of g defined on U1 and U2, respectively, locally coincide at p if there is a neighborhood
V ⊂ U1∩U2 of p such that R1|V = R2|V . The classes of locally coincident realizations at a specified
point p are called local realizations at p. A local realization is faithful if every its representative is
faithful.
We will usually not strictly distinguish between local realizations and their representatives.
For a given global realization R defined on a manifold M we denote R|p the corresponding local
realization at p ∈ M . For a given local realization R at p ∈ M and U a neighborhood of p we
denote R|U the corresponding representative defined on U .
The fundamental result of the Lie theory is that local transformations are completely defined
by vector fields representing the infinitesimal transformations. The local and infinitesimal trans-
formations were later given an abstract structures of a (local) Lie group and Lie algebra. The
actual transformation is then expressed as a (local) action of the Lie group on a manifold and the
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infinitesimal transformation is described by fundamental vector fields, that is a realization of the
Lie algebra by vector fields on the manifold. So, in the modern language the Lie theory states
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between local Lie group actions and realizations of a Lie
algebra.
The notion of a local realization is introduced to simplify the classification problem leaving aside
the global structure of the manifold and the realizing vector fields. In terms of Lie group action it
would correspond to something we are going to call locally defined action—an action that is local
not only in the group variable but it is also defined only in some neighborhood of a given point of
some manifold. Formally, it could be again defined as an equivalence class of local realizations that
coincide in a given point.
3 Equivalence of realizations
To state the classification problem for realizations, we present a definition of equivalence.
Definition 3. Let g be a Lie algebra and M1 and M2 manifolds. Let A be a subgroup of Aut(g).
Realizations R1 : g → Vect(M1) and R2 : g → Vect(M2) are called A-equivalent if there exist an
automorphism α ∈ A and a diffeomorphism Φ: M1 → M2 such that R2(α(v)) = Φ∗R1(v) for all
v ∈ g. If we do not consider automorphisms (so A = {id}) the realizations are called just equivalent
(or strongly equivalent in case we need to emphasise that we do not consider automorphisms). For
inner automorphisms A = Inn g we will write shortly Inn-equivalent and for all automorphisms
A = Aut g we will say Aut-equivalent.
Definition 4. Local realization R1 at p1 ∈M1 is A-equivalent to local realization R2 at p2 ∈ M2
if there exist their representatives defined in neighborhoods U1 ∋ p1, U2 ∋ p2 that are A-equivalent
and the corresponding diffeomorphism Φ: U1 → U2 satisfies Φ(p1) = p2.
The strong equivalence corresponds to isomorphism of the corresponding local actions. It also
similar to the definition of equivalence in case of ordinary representations. On the other hand, the
Aut-equivalence corresponds to similitude of actions.
For a given global or local realization R we denote R¯ the corresponding A-equivalence class.
It should be clear from context which group of automorphisms A we consider.
Since faithfulness of the realization or the dimension of the realizing manifold is invariant un-
der the equivalence, we can assign those characteristics to the classes. In particular, in case of
local realizations, the global structure of the manifold is irrelevant and the dimension is the only
characteristic of the manifold, so we often refer to a class of local realizations in m variables.
Every class of local realizations in m variables R¯ of an n-dimensional Lie algebra g can be
represented by a realization defined in a neighborhood of zero in Rm, so it is determined by n ·m
functions ξij, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m defined in some neighborhood of zero at R
m that form one
of the representatives R0 ∈ R¯
R0(ei) =
m∑
j=1
ξij(x1, . . . , xm)∂xj . (1)
It means that for all representatives R defined in a neighborhood of a point p ∈M there exist coor-
dinates (x1, . . . , xm) in some neighborhood of p such that the coordinate expression of R coincides
with (1).
This also illustrates the connection with the definition of realizations by derivations of formal
power series. In this case, we have formal power series instead of the functions ξij and the equiva-
lence is provided by formal coordinate change preserving zero (since all the power series are centered
at zero). Therefore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between local realizations at zero that
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have an analytic representative and formal realizations that have a convergent representative and
also between the corresponding classes. In the case of so called transitive realizations (see Section
4), it can be shown that all classes of local realizations have an analytic representative and all
classes of formal realizations have a convergent representative.
4 Transitive local realizations
Definition 5. Let R be a realization of g on M . The rank of the realization R at a point p ∈M is
the rank of the linear map Rp : g → TpM , v 7→ R(v)p, that is, rankRp = dimR(g)p = dim{R(v)p |
v ∈ g}. If the function p 7→ rankRp is locally constant at p0 we say that R is regular at p0. Local
realizations at p are called regular if their representatives are regular at p.
It is clear that rank of a realization is always less or equal to the dimension of the manifold m.
Realizations with maximal rank are called transitive.
Definition 6. A realization R of g on M is called transitive if rankRp = m for all p ∈M . A local
realization in m variables at p is called transitive if rankRp = m.
This definition of transitivity of a (local) realization corresponds to the transitivity of a (lo-
cal) action associated with the realization that is given by integrating the realizing vector fields.
Classification of those local actions leads to classification of local transitive realizations.
Any transitive local realization at p of a given Lie algebra g defines a subalgebra h = kerRp ⊂ g
as the kernel of the linear map g → TpM , v 7→ R(v)p. This is obviously invariant with respect
to coordinate change, so it does not depend on the representative chosen. The codimension of
h equals to the rank of R. It can be proven that there is actually a one-to-one correspondence
between strong classes of local realizations and subalgebras. This can be shown very easily using
the theory of the corresponding local Lie group actions [7].
First of all, take a local Lie group G corresponding to the Lie algebra g and an action π locally
defined at p corresponding to local realization R at p. Then the kernel h of Rp corresponds to
the stabilizer Gp of π. From the theory of a Lie group action on a manifold, we know that every
right action of G is isomorphic to right multiplication of G on the space of right cosets Gp \G. So,
we have the uniqueness—all realizations corresponding to a subalgebra h are equivalent. Now, the
existence. Given an arbitrary subalgebra h ⊂ g and taking the corresponding subgroup H ⊂ G,
the right multiplication of G on H \G has a stabilizer H. Fundamental vector fields of this action
then form the realization of g corresponding to the subalgebra h.
This correspondence can be formulated purely algebraically without need of introducing (local)
Lie groups and their action. In the case of realizations by formal power series over general field F ,
the correspondence was proven by Guillemin and Sternberg [4]. Later, Blattner [1] came with even
more abstract proof of correspondence between subalgebras and certain classes of representations.
These works are valuable not only because they are very general in the definition of realization,
but they are also obtained purely algebraically.
Since the subalgebra corresponding to a transitive local realization R composed with an auto-
morphism α ∈ A ⊂ Aut g is just α(h), where h is the subalgebra corresponding to R, we conclude,
that there is also one-to-one correspondence between A-classes of transitive local realizations and
A-conjugacy classes of g subalgebras.
We are also able to characterize the faithfulness of the realization in terms of the subalgebra
properties. From the theory of group actions we know that the kernel of an action of right multi-
plication on H \G is the largest normal subgroup contained in H. Transferring these relations to
Lie algebras and realizations we have the following propositions.
Lemma 1. The kernel of a local transitive realization of g is the largest ideal contained in the
corresponding subgroup of g.
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Lemma 2. A transitive realization of a Lie algebra g is faithful if and only if the corresponding
subalgebra of g does not contain any non-trivial ideal of g.
This means that classification of transitive local realizations of a given Lie algebra with respect
to a group of automorphisms A is completely equivalent to classification of subalgebras with respect
to A.
Moreover, the work of Shirokov et al. [7, 13] provides a very simple method for explicit compu-
tation of such realizations. The components of the realizing vector fields are computed from the
structure constants using only matrix exponentiation and inversion and can be done completely
automatically by a computer. This method was already used to classify transitive realizations of
low-dimensional Poincare´ algebras [9] and Galilei algebras [10].
In short, the local transitive realization corresponding to a subalgebra h ⊂ g of codimension m
is computed as follows. Choose a basis (e1, . . . , en) of g such that (em+1, . . . , en) is a basis of h.
Compute a matrix Ω, whose elements are given by the following formula
Ω(x1, . . . , xn)ij = [exp(−x1 ade1) · exp(−x2 ade2) · · · exp(−xj−1 adej−1)]ij .
Then the first m columns of the inverse matrix Ω−1 do not depend on xm+1, . . . , xn and form the
realizing vector fields in m variables x1, . . . , xm in a neighborhood of zero
[R(ej)x1,...,xm]i = [Ω
−1(x1, . . . , xn)]ij , i = 1, . . . ,m.
4.1 Lie’s conjecture
In [6] Lie conjectured that any local transitive realization can be expressed (after a suitable change
of coordinates) by entire functions of coordinates and exponentials of linear functions in coordinates
(over C). Over R (or arbitrary other field) it can be reformulated as follows. Any local transitive
realization can be expressed in certain coordinates (i.e. any class has such representative in Rm) as
functions of coordinates that are a solution of some differential equation with constant coefficients.
For certain types of realizations, this conjecture was proven by Draisma [3] but it was not proven
generally (and Draisma believes that it is generally not true). The Shirokov’s metod does not prove
or disprove this conjecture. Nevertheless, we are able to formulate weaker proposition. Every
realization constructed by the Shirokov’s method is a rational function of functions of coordinates
that are a solution of a differential equation with constant coefficients. So, over C it would be a
rational function of exponentials.
5 Inner automorphisms
In this section, we describe, how inner automorphisms act on transitive local realizations, which
will be important for classification of regular local realizations.
Lemma 3. Let G be a (global) Lie group and g its Lie algebra. Let H be a subgroup of G and take
g ∈ G. Then (global) realization on H \G by fundamental vector fields of right multiplication by G
is equivalent to realization by fundamental vector fields on the manifold H˜ \G, H˜ = g−1Hg.
Proof. Take the action π of right multiplication corresponding to the first realization. Then H is
the stabilizer of the class corresponding to unity e¯ = H. We can easily see that H˜ = g−1Hg is the
stabilizer of a point e¯g = Hg = g¯. At the same time, π is isomorphic to the right multiplication
on H˜ \G, which is the action that corresponds to the second realization. This action isomorphism
being also a manifold diffeomorphism provides the equivalence.
This means that, globally, different subgroups or subalgebras can correspond to equivalent global
realizations. In terms of local realizations, we can formulate the following proposition.
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Lemma 4. Let R be a transitive realization of g on M , p ∈ M . Then for every q ∈ M the local
realizations R|p and R|q are equivalent with respect to inner automorphisms. Conversely, for every
neighborhood U of p there exists a neighborhood of unity V in the group of inner automorphisms
such that for every α ∈ V there exists q ∈ U such that R|p and R|q correspond to α-conjugated
subalgebres and hence are α-equivalent.
Proof. Denote h and h˜ the subalgebras corresponding to local realizations R|p and R|q. Choose
a local Lie group G and denote H, H˜ the corresponding subgroups. Denote π the corresponding
action of G on M . From transitivity of the realization there exist g ∈ G such that q = π(p, g),
so H˜ = g−1Hg. Thus, h˜ = Adg−1 h, so the realizations are equivalent with respect to this inner
automorphism.
The second proposition is just a local version of Lemma 3.
Example 1. Take a Lie algebra g3,1 = span{e1, e2, e3}, [e2, e3] = e1. All one-dimensional subalge-
bras and the corresponding realizations in a neighborhood of (0, 0) ∈ R2 are following.
span{e1} : e1 7→ 0, e2 7→ ∂1, e3 7→ ∂2
span{e2 − ae1} : e1 7→ ∂1, e2 7→ (a− x2)∂1, e3 7→ ∂2
span{e3 − be2 − ae1} : e1 7→ ∂1, e2 7→ ∂2, e3 7→ (a+ x2)∂1 + b∂2
All the subalgebras in the second row are equivalent with respect to inner automorphisms and,
for fixed b, all the realizations in the third row are equivalent with respect to inner automorphisms.
In other words, classification of subalgebras and realizations with respect to inner automorphisms
is obtained by removing the parameter a (setting a := 0).
All these realizations are, of course, mutually locally inequivalent at zero (they are represen-
tatives of different local realizations). However, if we consider them as global realizations on R2,
then all realizations in the second row are equivalent and this equivalence is provided by simple
translation in x2. The same holds for the last row for fixed b.
6 Topology of subalgebra and realization systems
In the following section we are going to construct new realizations by interpreting parameters of
transitive realizations as new coordinates. This is, of course, possible only in the case when the
transitive realizations depend “smoothly” on those parameters.
We are going to say that a function F : Rs → VectM is smooth if a vector field XF ∈ Vect(M ×
R
s) defined as XF(p,x) = F (x)p for p ∈ M and x ∈ R
s is smooth. As indicated for example in [8],
Theorem 46.11, such a definition corresponds to compact open topology on VectM . For further
references on the vector fields topology, see e.g. [5]. Nevertheless, we will not use any special
properties of such topology here.
This induces a topology and the notion of smoothness on the space of realizations. We also
get a topology on the space of local realizations and spaces of A-classes of local realizations as a
topological quotient spaces. Note, however, that those quotient spaces may not be even Hausdorff.
Nevertheless, we can again induce the notion of smooth map. A map between two quotient
spaces will be called smooth if it is locally a quotient of a smooth map. We formulate it precisely
in the following definition.
Definition 7. Let M1 and M2 be manifolds and let M¯1 and M¯2 be their quotient spaces. A map
Φ¯ : M¯1 → M¯2 will be called smooth in x¯0 ∈ M¯1 if there exists x0 ∈ x¯0, its neighborhood U , and
a map Φ: U → M2 such that for all x ∈ U Φ(x) ∈ Φ¯(x¯), where x¯ is the class corresponding to x.
A smooth bijection, whose inversion is smooth as well, will be called a diffeomorphism. A smooth
injection, whose inversion is smooth as well, will be called an embedding.
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Remark 1. This definition is compatible with the quotient topology in a sense that every smooth
map is continuous, so every diffeomorphism is a homeomorphism. A composition of such smooth
maps is smooth.
Let Sm be the space of all subalgebras of codimension m of a given Lie algebra g. This is an
affine subvariety of the Grassmannian Gr(g, n−m), n = dim g. A map F : Rs → Sm will be called
smooth if it is smooth as a map Rs → Gr(g, n − m). A smooth map to the space of subalgebra
A-classes is again defined in sense of Definition 7.
Lemma 5. Let g be a Lie algebra, S¯m the space of all A-classes of subalgebras of codimension m
in g and T¯m the space of all A-classes of local transitive realizations in m variables. Then S¯m is
diffeomorphic to T¯m.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this proposition for space of subalgebras Sm and space of strong
classes T¯m. Then we only “factor” both sides.
In Section 4 we showed that there is a bijection between these two sets. It is clear that the map
Tm → Sm, R 7→ kerRp is smooth. Therefore, the same holds for the map of classes. To show
the smoothness of the inverse, we can make use of the Shirokov’s computation that also smoothly
depends on the choice of the subalgebra.
Therefore, the space of strong classes of transitive realizations actually is an homeomorphic
image of an algebraic variety and therefore it is a Hausdorff space. The space of general A-classes,
however, does not have to be.
7 Regular local realizations
In this section we characterize the classification problem for regular realizations. Classification
of regular realizations is very important also for general realizations since we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 6. Let R be a realization of g on M . Then the regular points of R form an open dense
set in M . Hence, the set of singular points is nowhere dense.
Proof. The set is obviously open. Choose a point p0 ∈ M and its neighborhood U . We find a
regular point p ∈ U .
Denote r := maxp∈U rankRp. We can easily construct a continuous function f : U → R such
that rankRp = r if and only if F (p) 6= 0 as sum of squares of some minors of the linear map Rp.
Preimage of R \ 0 is open, nonempty, and contain points, where rankRp is locally constant and
equal to r.
Now, we generalize the correspondence between transitive realizations and subalgebras to the
case of regular realizations.
Let us have a local realization R at p ∈ U with constant rank r on U . Then R(g) forms
an involutive r-dimensional distribution so, according to the Frobenius theorem, we can choose
coordinates x1, . . . , xm on a neighborhood U of p, such that U is foliated by integral submanifolds
given by equations xi = const for i = r+ 1, . . . ,m. These integral submanifolds are also the orbits
of the action π corresponding to the realization R. The basis elements e1, . . . , en of g are, therefore,
realized by vector fields of the form
R(ei) =
r∑
j=1
ξij(x1, . . . , xm)∂xj .
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This realization induces an (m− r)-parameter set of realizations parametrized by xr+1, . . . , xm
on the submanifolds pG ≃ Gp \ G. These realizations are transitive, so they are equivalent to the
realizations found by the algorithm described in Section 4.
Note that the action on the whole manifold uniquely defines transitive action on the orbit of
a given point. So, a regular realization R in a given point defines a unique transitive realization
on the integral submanifold of the point. We will call this realization a transitive restriction of R.
This relation obviously does not break by applying a diffeomorphism or an automorphism. A local
diffeomorphism of the whole neighborhood U induces a diffeomorphism of the orbits. An orbit of
an action does not change by composing it with an automorphism of the group.
To find all non-transitive regular realizations, we can proceed the other way around. Every local
regular realization in m variables is of the form
R(ej)x1,...,xm = R
(xr+1,...,xm)(ej)x1,...,xr ,
where R(a1,...,am−r) is m− r parameter set of transitive realizations.
Now, we formulate the main theorem. In the formulation we use the term local smooth s-
parameter set of subalgebra classes with codimension r. By that we mean a smooth map U → S¯r,
where U is a neighborhood of 0 ∈ Rs considering its values only locally (as in Def. 2). By a class
of such maps we mean a class of equivalence up to “regular reparametrization”, that is, S and S′
are equivalent if and only if there exists a local diffeomorphism Ψ: Rs → Rs, Ψ(0) = 0 such that
S′ = S ◦Ψ.
Theorem 1. Let S¯r the system of all Inn-classes of subalgebras with codimension r. For h¯ ∈ S¯r
denote R¯h¯ the corresponding Inn-class of transitive realizations. Then there is a bijection between
Inn-classes of regular local realizations of g in m variables with rank r and classes of local smooth
(m − r)-parameter sets of Inn-classes of subalgebras with codimension r. For any such (m − r)-
parameter set S : V → S¯r, we define a local realization R ∈ Vect(U ⊂ R
m) at zero as follows
R(ej)x1,...,xm = R
S(xr+1,...,xm)(ej)x1,...,xr , (2)
where the representatives RS(xr+1,...,xm) are local realizations at 0 ∈ Rr chosen to be smooth in the
variables xr+1, . . . , xm.
Proof. At first, we prove that the map is well-defined. The smoothness of S implies that we have
indeed defined a smooth vector fields in sense of Section 6. Next, we have to show that those vector
fields do not depend on the choice of representative S and representatives of the realizations RS .
Assume we chose another representatives for both RS and S, say
R′(S◦Ψ)(xr+1,...,xm) = Φ
(xr+1,...,xm)
∗ R
(S◦Ψ)(xr+1,...,xm) ◦ α,
where Φ(xr+1,...,xm) is a smoothly parametrized set of diffeomorphisms. Then the resulting realiza-
tion would be
R′(ej)x1,...,xm = Φ
(xr+1,...,xm)
∗ R
(S◦Ψ)(xr+1,...,xm)(α(ej))x1,...,xr = Φ˜∗R(α(ej))x1,...,xm,
where Φ˜ : Rm → Rm is a local diffeomorphism defined as
Φ˜(x1, . . . , xm) = (Φ
(xr+1,...,xm)(x1, . . . , xr),Ψ(xr+1, . . . , xm)).
The surjectivity of such a map follows from the Frobenius theorem as was described above.
To prove the injectivity, let us assume that realizations R1 and R2 of the form (2) corresponding
to local maps S1 and S2 are equivalent so Φ∗R1 = R2 ◦ α.
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The diffeomorphism Φ must preserve the integral submanifolds xj = const for j > r, so
Φj(x1, . . . , xr, x
0
r+1, . . . , x
0
m) has to be constant in x1, . . . , xr for j > r. Hence, we can denote
Φ(x1, . . . , xm) =
(
Φ˜
(xr+1,...,xm)
1 (x1, . . . , xr)
Φ2(xr+1, . . . , xm)
)
,
where Φ˜
(xr+1,...,xm)
1 : R
r → Rr is an (m − r)-parameter set of local diffeomorphisms and Φ2 is
a local diffeomorphism of Rm−r. Note that although Φ˜
(0,...,0)
1 (0, . . . , 0) equals zero, generally
Φ˜
(xr+1,...,xm)
1 (0, . . . , 0) does not have to be zero, so these local diffeomorphisms at zero translate
the point zero. So, denote
Φ
(xr+1,...,xm)
1 (x1, . . . , xr) := Φ˜
(xr+1,...,xm)
1 (x1, . . . , xr)− Φ˜
(xr+1,...,xm)
1 (0, . . . , 0).
We can write
Φ∗R1(ej)x1,...,xm = Φ
(xr+1,...,xm)
1 ∗ R
(S1◦Φ2)(xr+1,...,xm)(α(xr+1,...,xm)(ej))x1,...,xr ,
where α(xr+1,...,xm) is the inner automorphism corresponding (in sense of Lemma 4) to translation
Φ˜
(xr+1,...,xm)
1 (0, . . . , 0). So, the equivalence means that
Φ
(xr+1,...,xm)
1 ∗ R
(S1◦Φ2)(xr+1,...,xm) ◦ α(xr+1,...,xm) = RS2(xr+1,...,xm) ◦ α,
so R(S1◦Φ2)(xr+1,...,xm) is equivalent to RS2(xr+1,...,xm), which holds if and only if the corresponding
classes of subalgebras coincide, so S1 ◦Φ2 = S2, which means that S1 is equivalent to S2.
Remark 2. The meaning of the map S is that for a realization R of the form (2), the Inn-class of
subalgebras S(xr+1, . . . , xm) corresponds to the transitive restriction of R in (x1, . . . , xm), where
x1, . . . , xr are arbitrary and determine only the class representative. Therefore, outer automor-
phisms act on R only by modifying these subalgebra classes. For α ∈ Aut g we have
R(α(ej))x1,...,xm = R
(α¯◦S)(xr+1,...,xm)(ej)x1,...,xr ,
where α¯ ∈ Aut g/ Inn g is the corresponding class of α. Therefore, regular realizations corresponding
to S1 and S2 are Aut-equivalent if and only if S1 = α¯ ◦ S2 for some outer automorphism α¯.
Remark 3. If the map S is constant, the resulting realization is of the form
R(ej)x1,...,xm = R
h0(ej)x1,...,xr ,
so it has the same form as the original transitive realization. It is just formally defined on larger
manifold. Such a regular realization will be called trivial extension of the transitive realization.
Lemma 7. A realization of the form (2) is faithful if and only if the subalgebras in classes
S(xr+1, . . . , xm) contain a common non-trivial ideal.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 1
Example 2. Let us try to classify all regular realizations of two-dimensional Abelian Lie algebra
2g1 = span{e1, e2}. In this case, there are no non-trivial inner automorphisms, so Inn-equivalence
is the same as strong equivalence. There is of course only one zero-dimensional subalgebra that
corresponds to transitive realization
e1 7→ ∂1, e2 7→ ∂2.
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Since the set S2 contains only one element, all regular realizations with rank two are obtained as
trivial extension of this realization.
The set of one-dimensional subalgebras form a circle and can be parametrized by φ ∈ [0, 2π) as
hφ = span{cosφ e1 + sinφ e2}. The corresponding transitive realizations are following
Rhφ(e1)x1 = sinφ∂1, R
hφ(e2)x1 = cosφ∂1.
Therefore, the set of all regular local realizations with rank one consists of following realizations
Rf (e1)x1,...,xm = sin f(x2, . . . , xm) ∂1, R
f (e1)x1,...,xm = − cos f(x2, . . . , xm) ∂1,
where f : Rm−1 → R are arbitrary functions. Such realizations Rf and Rg are equivalent if and
only if there exists a local diffeomorphism Ψ: Rm−1 → Rm−1 at zero such that g = f ◦Ψ.
Now let us try to do this classification with respect to all automorphisms. We only have to
describe, when Rf and Rg are Aut-equivalent. In this case, Aut(2g1) consists of all invertible linear
maps. One such map is rotation, which acts as a rotation also on the circle S1 = {hφ}. Thus,
realizations Rf and Rg, where f and g differ by a constant, are Aut-equivalent. We can therefore
fix, for example, f(0, . . . , 0) = 0.
For a general automorphism α ∈ Aut(2g1) = GL(2g1), the subalgebra α(hf(x2 ,...,xm)) is generated
by (
α11 α12
α21 α22
)(
cos f(x2, . . . , xm)
sin f(x2, . . . , xm)
)
Such an automorphism preserves the property f(0, . . . , 0) = 0 if and only if α11 = 1 and α21 = 0.
Fixing these entries, α is an automorphism if and only if α22 6= 0.
So, the conclusion is that every regular local realization with rank one is Aut-equivalent to Rf ,
where f(0, . . . , 0) = 0. Such realizations Rf and Rg are mutually Aut-equivalent if and only if
cos(g ◦Ψ) =
cos f + α12 sin f
(cos f + α12 sin f)2 + (α22 sin f)2
,
sin(g ◦Ψ) =
α22 sin f
(cos f + α12 sin f)2 + (α22 sin f)2
,
where α12, α22 ∈ R, α22 6= 0, Ψ is a local diffeomorphism in m− 1 variables.
Example 3. One should pay attention to the fact that the space S¯m does not have to be Hausdorff.
Take a non-commutative two-dimensional Lie algebra g2 = span{e1, e2}, [e1, e2] = e1. All one-
dimensional subspaces of the form ha2 := span{e2 + ae1} are equivalent to h
0
2 = span{e2} with
respect to inner automorphisms. Therefore, there are only two Inn-classes of one-dimensional
subalgebras represented by h1 := span{e1} and h
0
2. This, however, does not mean that there are no
non-constant smooth curves S : R → S¯1. We can take, for example, map S(x) = span{e1 + xe2}
that is evidently smooth despite it is equal to h¯1 in zero and h¯
0
2 everywhere else. Therefore, it leads
to a new regular local realization not equivalent to trivial extension of the transitive ones.
Note that in [10] authors suggested replacing the parameters by new variables (not functions of
variables), but it was not discussed what kind of new realizations are obtained or whether the list
of realizations is complete.
8 Classification problem
In this section, we are going to discuss, what is the reasonable classification problem for (possibly
general) Lie algebra realizations and what was the classification problem solved in [11].
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Sets of (local) realizations will be denoted by capital script letters R,T , . . . . The sets of
corresponding A-classes will be denoted with bar R¯ = {R¯ | R ∈ R}.
Let R¯all be the system of all classes of local realizations of a given Lie algebra g with respect to
a given group of automorphisms A ⊂ Aut g. A complete classification of local realizations would
mean to find this system or, more precisely, to find a set of representatives Rall that would contain
precisely one representative of every class in R¯all. We prefer to choose representatives defined in a
neighborhood at 0 ∈ Rm. Every global realization would be at every point locally equivalent to a
realization from our list. However, such classification would be very hard to perform. Nevertheless,
the situation will get much more simple if we only require that every global realization is equivalent
to a local realization from our list at every point from a dense subset.
Definition 8. Let g be a Lie algebra, A ⊂ Aut g a group of its automorphisms. Let R¯ be a system
of local realizations classes of g. We will say that R¯ is complete if for every realization R on any
manifold M there is a point p ∈M such that R¯|p ∈ R¯.
Note that this condition consequently means that for every realization R on any manifold M
there is a dense subset of points p ∈M such that R¯|p ∈ R¯ since the realization R can be restricted
to arbitrary open subset where the point has to exist as well.
We can reformulate this condition for the corresponding set of representatives. A set of local
realizations R is called complete if the corresponding system R¯ is complete. It can be easily seen
that such a set R is complete if and only if and only if for every realization R on any manifold M
there is a point p ∈M and a local realization R′ ∈ R such that R|p is A-equivalent to R
′.
If we consider a complete system of local realizations R such that all elements are defined in a
neighborhood of zero in Rm, then the completeness means following. For every realization R on
any manifold M there exist a point p ∈ M (in fact a dense set of such points), coordinates in a
neighborhood of this point, and a realization R0 ∈ R such that p is in origin of these coordinates
and the coordinate expression for R coincides with R0 (up to automorphisms).
Example 4. Let us take two dimensional non-commutative Lie algebra g2 = span{e1, e2}, [e1, e2] =
e1. It can be shown that the complete system of local realizations in one variable of g2 can be chosen
to contain only zero realization and
R(e1)x = ∂x, R(e2)x = x∂x.
In [12] Spichak classified realizations of g2 on circle. He used weaker definition of realization and
equivalence, but we can use his results as an example of global realizations
Rn(e1)θ = (cosnθ − 1)∂θ, Rn(e2)θ =
(
cosnθ − 1−
1
n
sinnθ
)
∂θ,
where θ ∈ [0, 2π) parametrizes the circle and n ∈ N. The completeness of the system R = {0, R}
means that for all the realizations Rn there is a dense subset of the circle such that for all points
of this subset the realization is locally equivalent to R (or zero). Indeed, for all θ0 6=
kπ
n
, k ∈
{0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, Rn|θ0 is equivalent to R through transformation
θ 7→ x =
1
n
(
cot
nθ
2
− cot
nθ0
2
)
.
Now, we are going to formulate a condition for a subsystem of a complete system of local
realizations to stay complete.
Definition 9. Let R¯ be a system of classes of local realizations of a Lie algebra g with respect to
a group of automorphisms A ⊂ Aut g, R¯′ ⊂ R¯. We will say that R¯′ is a sufficient subsystem of
R¯ if for all classes R¯ ∈ R¯ and all their representatives R ∈ R¯ there exists q ∈ DomR such that
R¯|q ∈ R¯
′.
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Lemma 8. Let R¯ be a complete system of local realizations classes of a Lie algebra g with respect
to A ⊂ Aut g. A subsystem R¯′ ⊂ R¯ is complete if and only if R¯′ is sufficient.
Proof. The left-right implication follows directly from the definition of completeness of the sys-
tem R¯′.
Now let us take a realization R on a manifoldM . From completeness of R¯ there is a point p ∈M
such that R¯|p ∈ R. But from the definition of sufficient subsystem, taking R as a representative of
R|p ∈ R, there exists q ∈M such that R|q ∈ R
′
Again, we transfer this condition to the corresponding sets of representatives. For a set of local
realizations R, its subset R′ ⊂ R is called sufficient with respect to a group A ⊂ Aut g if R¯′ is
sufficient subsystem of R¯.
Proposition 1. Let R be a set of local realizations of a Lie algebra g. A subset R′ ⊂ R is sufficient
with respect to A ⊂ Aut g if for all local realizations R ∈ R at some p ∈ DomR and for every
neighborhood U of p there exists q ∈ U and a realization R′ ∈ R′ such that R|q is A-equivalent
to R′.
Proof. Take sets of local realizations R′ ⊂ R and denote R¯′ and R¯ the corresponding systems of
A-classes of local realizations.
First we are going to prove the left-right implication, so assume that R¯′ is sufficient. Take
R ∈ R a local realization at p, U a neighborhood of p. Then R|U ∈ R¯ ∈ R¯. From completeness
of R¯′ there exists a q ∈ DomR|U = U such that (R|U )|q = R¯|q ∈ R¯
′, so there exists R′ ∈ R′ such
that R|q is A-equivalent to R
′.
For the right-left implication, we have to prove that R′ is sufficient assuming the condition on
the right hand side. So, take R¯ ∈ R¯, R ∈ R¯. Choose a representative R0 ∈ R¯ that is contained
in R, so R0 is A-equivalent to R. This means that there exists U0 ⊂ DomR0 and U ⊂ DomR,
α ∈ A and Φ: U0 → U a diffeomorphism such that R|U ◦α = Φ∗R0|U0 . By assumption there exists
q0 ∈ U0 and R
′ ∈ R′ such that R′ is equivalent to R0|q0 = (R0|U0)|q0 , which is also equivalent to
(R|U )q = R|q, where q = Φ(q0) ∈ U . Therefore, R|q is equivalent to R
′ and hence R¯|q ∈ R¯
′.
We claim that reasonable classification problem is to find a system of mutually inequivalent
realizations that is complete. This is also more or less the classification problem that was solved
in [11] for all Lie algebras of dimension less or equal to four, where the authors mentioned only
Definition 3 and remarked that they work only locally.
From Lemma 6 it follows that system of all regular realizations is complete. Moreover, we can
formulate the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Let R be a complete system and R′ its subsystem containing all regular realizations of
R. Then R′ is complete.
Proof. According to Lemma 8 we have to show that for every class of singular realizations of R¯ ∈ R¯
and every representative R ∈ R¯ there exists a q ∈ DomR such that R¯|q ∈ R¯
′.
Choosing an open set U ⊂ DomR of regular points of R we can define restriction R|U , which
is a regular realization, and from completeness of R there is point q ∈ U such that R¯|q ∈ R¯ and
since it is regular, it belongs to R¯′.
Consequently, looking for a classification of realizations, one can deal with regular realizations
only. In the following section, we present a simple algorithm for doing such classification.
Looking for complete system instead of classification of all regular realizations or even completely
all realizations simplify the result as we are going to show on simple examples.
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Example 5. Let us take the one dimensional Lie algebra g1 spanned by one element e1. It is
evident that any realization R on any manifold M is of the form Rp(e1) = Xp, where X is an
arbitrary vector field on M . In particular, any local realization at 0 ∈ Rm is of the form
Rx1,...,xm(e1) =
m∑
j=1
fj(x1, . . . , xm)∂xj ,
where fj are arbitrary smooth functions. If fj(0) 6= 0 for some j, i.e. if the realization is regular,
it can be transformed to R′x1,...,xm(e1) = ∂x1 . However, the general classification problem does
not have a reasonable solution because realizations of this form can be equivalent only if the sets
{x | f(x) = 0} are diffeomorphic, so we would have to classify such functions, which would be very
hard even in this very simple case.
Nevertheless, it actually is true that for every realization R of g1 on some manifold M there is a
dense set of points p ∈M such that R is locally equivalent to ∂x1 in p, so the realization e1 7→ ∂x1 ,
together with the zero realization form a complete system.
And if we consider only analytic realizations, then the non-regular global realizations can be
constructed as analytic continuations of the regular local ones.
For example, take M to be a line R. Then by applying y = Φ(x) = expx, which maps R→ R+,
on the realization Rx(e1) = ∂x, x ∈ R we get realization
R′y(e1) = ∂xy∂y = e
x∂y = y∂y, y ∈ R
+,
whose analytic continuation is R′′x(e1) = x∂x, x ∈ R, which is a non-regular realization not equiva-
lent to the former realization R.
Example 6. Now, consider two-dimensional Abelian Lie algebra 2g1 and no automorphisms A =
{id} = Inn(2g1), which was already examined in Example 2, where we presented classification of
all regular realizations. The result was that every regular realization with rank one in m variables
is equivalent to following
Rf (e1)x1,...,xm = sin f(x2, . . . , xm) ∂1, R
f (e1)x1,...,xm = − cos f(x2, . . . , xm) ∂1,
where f : Rm−1 → R are arbitrary functions defined locally in a neighborhood of zero. Here it can
be shown, that the sufficient subsystem of those realizations are formed by following
Ra1(e1)x1,...,xm = ∂1, R
a
1(e1)x1,...,xm = a∂1,
Ra2(e1)x1,...,xm = ∂1, R
a
2(e1)x1,...,xm = (a+ x2)∂1,
where a is a real parameter.
However, for Lie algebras of higher dimension we will already not be able to avoid families of
realizations parametrized by functions.
9 Sufficient subsystems of regular realizations
In this section we present an algorithm for construction of complete system of local realizations.
First of all, we need to parametrize the subalgebra classes properly. That is, to find a decomposi-
tion of S¯r to a finite disjoint union
⋃
i S
i
r(Di), where S
i
r : Di → S¯r is embedding of Di a domain in
R
si . Such a parametrization will be called proper if for every smooth map S : U → S¯r, where U is
a neighborhood of zero in Rs, there exists x ∈ U and its neighborhood V such that S(V ) ⊂ Sir(Di)
for some i.
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Proposition 2. Considering a proper parametrization, the regular local realizations corresponding
to local S¯r-valued maps S
i
r ◦ F , where F : R
m−r → Rsi, form a sufficient subsystem of all regular
local realizations with rank r.
Proof. For a general map S : Rm−r → S¯r we find the corresponding neighborhood V . Since
S(V ) ⊂ Sir(Di) for some i, there exists F : R
m−r → Rsi such that S = Sir ◦ F on V .
Finally, we can try to simplify the map F . We formulate the result in Lemma 10. Since its
formulation is rather complicated, we illustrate it on an example.
Example 7. Take a three-dimensional Abelian Lie algebra 3g1 = span{e1, e2, e3}. There are no
inner automorphisms. Every one-dimensional subspace is a subalgebra. Therefore, we can present
the following proper parametrization of the set of one-dimensional subalgebras S2 and compute
the corresponding transitive realizations.
span{e1} e1 7→ 0, e2 7→ ∂1, e3 7→ ∂2
span{e2 − ae1} e1 7→ ∂1, e2 7→ a∂1, e3 7→ ∂2
span{e3 − ae2 − be1} e1 7→ ∂1, e2 7→ ∂2, e3 7→ a∂1 + b∂2
According to Proposition 2, the following realizations form a sufficient subsystem of local real-
izations in m variables with rank two
e1 7→ 0, e2 7→ ∂1, e3 7→ ∂2,
e1 7→ ∂1, e2 7→ f(x3, . . . , xm)∂1, e3 7→ ∂2,
e1 7→ ∂1, e2 7→ ∂2, e3 7→ f(x3, . . . , xm)∂1 + g(x3, . . . , xm)∂2,
where f and g are arbitrary local functions in m − 2 variables. We will try to find a sufficient
subsystem of the family of realizations in the last row.
Several cases can take place here. At first, if both f and g are constant in some neighborhood
of zero, then we get a trivial extension of the original transitive realization only. Secondly, one of
the functions may be locally constant at zero, while the other might not be. Then it means there
is a point (ǫ3, . . . , ǫm) in a neighborhood of zero, where the first function, for example f , is locally
constant equal to a, while the second function g has a non-zero partial derivative with respect to
some coordinate xi, i ≥ 3. Without lost of generality, we can assume
∂g
∂x3
∣∣∣
(ǫ3,...,ǫm)
6= 0 (otherwise
we can change the order of coordinates in the first place). Now we present a change of coordinates
x3 7→ y3 := g(x3 − ǫ3, . . . , xm − ǫm)− c,
xi 7→ yi := xi − ǫi, i > 3
where c = g(ǫ3, . . . , ǫm). In those coordinates, the realization taken in the neighborhood of
(ǫ3, . . . , ǫm), which has new coordinates yi = 0, has the form
e1 7→ ∂1, e2 7→ ∂2, e3 7→ a∂1 + (c+ y3)∂2.
Analogically, we obtain a realization
e1 7→ ∂1, e2 7→ ∂2, e3 7→ (c+ y3)∂1 + b∂2.
Finally, both functions might not be constant. Then the function f can again be transformed into
a+ y3. The function g might then depend only on y3, so we get
e1 7→ ∂1, e2 7→ ∂2, e3 7→ (a+ y3)∂1 + g˜(y3)∂2
or it can depend on other variables as well (if m ≥ 4), so it can be transformed into y4, so we get
e1 7→ ∂1, e2 7→ ∂2, e3 7→ (a+ y3)∂1 + (b+ y4)∂2.
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Lemma 10. Let S¯r be the system of all Inn-classes of g subalgebras with codimension r. Let D
be an open domain in Rs, S : D → S¯r an immersion. Then the system of realizations of g of the
form
R(ej)x1,...,xm = R
(S◦F )(xr+1,...,xm)(ej)x1,...,xr , (3)
where F : Rm−r → D is a smooth function, and R(S◦F )(xr+1,...,xm) are transitive local realizations
at 0 ∈ Rr corresponding to the subalgebra class (S ◦ F )(xr+1, . . . , xm) chosen in a way that they
smoothly depend on the coordinates, has a sufficient subsystem with respect to strong equivalence
(so with respect to Inn-equivalence as well) consisting of the following local realizations at 0 ∈ Rm
R(ej)x1,...,xm = R
(c1+f1(xr+1,...,xm),...,cs+fs(xr+1,...,xm))(ej)x1,...,xr , (4)
where (c1, . . . , cs) ∈ D are constant numbers and fj are local functions mapping fj(0, . . . , 0) = 0
that are of the following form. Set l0 = 0, then for all j > 0 either fj(xr+1, . . . , xm) = xlj , where
lj = lj−1+ 1, or fj(xr+1, . . . , xm) depend only on first lj variables, where lj = lj−1. That is, either
fj is equal to a “new” variable or it depends only on “already used” variables.
Proof. We have to find a suitable local diffeomorphism Ψ: Rm−r → Rm−r mapping a point in an
arbitrarily small neighborhood of zero onto zero such that Fj ◦ Ψ = cj + fj on an even smaller
neighborhood of this point.
Let us start with F1. If it is locally constant at zero (i.e. there is a neighborhood of zero such
that F1 is constant on this neighborhood), then it does not need to be transformed. We just have
to restrict ourselves on this neighborhood. Otherwise, there exists at every neighborhood of zero
a point x(1) and an index j ∈ {1, . . . ,m − r} such that ∂F1
∂xr+j
∣∣∣
x(1)
6= 0. Without loss of generality,
assume j = 1 (otherwise, apply diffeomorphism changing the order of variables at first). We can
apply a diffeomorphism Ψ1 mapping
xr+1 7→ yr+1 = F1(xr+1 − x
(1)
r+1, . . . , xm − x
(1)
m )− c
(1)
1 ,
xr+j 7→ yr+j = xr+j − x
(1)
r+j, j > 1
where c
(1)
1 = F1(x
(1)
r+1, . . . , x
(1)
m ), so (F1 ◦Ψ1)(yr+1, xr+2, . . . , xm) = c
(1)
1 + yr+1.
Then we proceed by induction. Assume, we have found a diffeomorphism Ψk, such that (Fi ◦
Ψk)(xr+1, . . . , xm) = c
(k)
i + f
(k)
i (xr+1, . . . , xm) for all i ≤ k on some neighborhood of zero. Then we
study Fk+1 ◦Ψk. If it depends only on xr+1, . . . , xlk−1, then nothing has to be done, so Ψk+1 = Ψk.
If it has non-zero partial derivative with respect to xj, j ≥ lk in a point x
(k+1) arbitrarily close to
x(k), without loss of generality let j = lk, then we can introduce a diffeomorphism Ψ˜k+1 sending
xr+k+1 7→ yr+k+1 = Fk+1(xr+1 − x
(k+1)
r+1 , . . . , xm − x
(k+1)
m )− c
(k+1)
k+1 ,
xr+j 7→ yr+j = xr+j − x
(k+1)
r+j , j 6= k,
where c
(k+1)
k+1 = Fk+1(x
(k+1)
r+1 , . . . , x
(k+1)
m ). Then if we define Ψk+1 := Ψ˜k+1 ◦ Ψk, we have (Fk+1 ◦
Ψk+1)(yr+1, . . . , ym) = c
(k+1)
k+1 + yk+1. The form of Fi ◦Ψk+1 for i < k + 1 remains the same, only
the constants c
(k)
i change to new c
(k+1)
i because of the translation.
The functions ~c + ~f in Lemma 10 were constructed in such a way that they are mutually
inequivalent with respect to change of coordinates, so the set of realizations constructed by this
lemma contains mutually Inn-inequivalent realizations.
Finally, we can summarize the algorithm for construction of complete system of realizations into
the following theorem.
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Subalgebras Inn-classes Aut-classes Is ideal?
h1 e1 e1 e1 Yes.
hc2 e3 + ce1 e3 + sgn(c)e1 e4 + ηce1 If c = 0.
h
a,c
3 e4 + ae3 + ce1 e4 + ae3 + sgn(c)e1 e4 + ηce1 If c = 0.
h
a,b,c
4 e2 + ae3 + be4 + ce1 e2 + ae3 + be4 e2 No.
Table 1: One-dimensional subalgebras of g
Theorem 2. Let
S¯m =
⋃
i
S¯im(Di), Di ⊂ R
si
be a proper parametrization of classes of g subalgebras with codimension m. Let Sm =
⋃
i S
i
m(Di)
be such set of their representatives that Sim are smooth. Let Tm =
⋃
iR
i (Di)
m be the corresponding
local transitive realizations. Let Rim be the sets of regular realizations constructed as in Lemma
10 from si-parameter sets R
i (Di)
m of transitive realizations. Then the system of local realizations
R =
⋃
m
(
Tm ∪
⋃
i R
i
m
)
is complete with respect to inner automorphisms and contains mutually
Inn-inequivalent local realizations.
Remark 4. If we are doing classification with respect to strong equivalence, all we have to do in
the end is to apply the inner automorphisms to the complete system we have found. This essentially
mean putting back the parameters we have eliminated when doing the classification with respect
to inner automorphisms.
Remark 5. If we are doing classification with respect to all automorphisms, we make use of Re-
mark 2. It follows that if we have a parametrization of Inn-classes of subalgebras S(a1, . . . , as)
in such a way that for first t parameters parametrize Aut-equivalent subalgebras, that is, sub-
algebras S(a1, . . . , at, at+1, . . . , as) and S(a˜1, . . . , a˜t, a
t+1, . . . , as) are always Aut-equivalent, then
realizations constructed in Lemma 10 that differ only in constants c1, . . . , ct are also A-equivalent.
Finally, we are going to illustrate the presented algorithm for construction of complete system
of realizations, on a more complicated example. We illustrate classification with respect to strong,
Inn-, and Aut-equivalnce.
Example 8. Let us consider a Lie algebra g = g2.1 ⊕ 2g1 = span{e1, e2, e3, e4}, [e1, e2] = e1. We
are going to find a complete system of realizations with rank three. The groups of automorphisms
expressed in the basis (e1, e2, e3, e4) are following
Inn g =




t˜1 t2 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


∣∣∣∣∣ t˜1 ∈ R+, t2 ∈ R

 (5)
Aut g =




t1 t2 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 t3 t5 t6
0 t4 t7 t8


∣∣∣∣∣ t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8 ∈ R, t1 6= 0, t5t8 − t6t7 6= 0

 (6)
Of course, all one-dimensional subspaces are also one-dimensional subalgebras. In Table 1,
we classify the one-dimensional subalgebras with respect to automorphisms. In the first col-
umn, parametrization of all subalgebras is presented. In the second column we choose an Inn-
representative for each subalgebra. In the third column we choose the Aut-representatives. We
denote ηa = sgn |a|. In the last column we express a condition for the subalgebra to be an ideal.
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Subalgebras Realizations Is faithful?
h1 e1 0, ∂1, ∂2, ∂3 No.
hc2 e3 + ce1 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, −ce
x2∂1, ∂3 If c 6= 0.
h
a,c
3 e4 + ae3 + ce1 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, −ce
x2∂1 − a∂3 If c 6= 0.
h
a,b,c
4 e2 + ae3 + be4 + ce1 ∂1, (x1 − c)∂1 − a∂2 − b∂3, ∂2, ∂3 Yes.
Table 2: Classification of local transitive realizations of g in three variables
The Shirokov’s computation leads to classification of transitive realizations with respect to strong
equivalence listed in Table 2. In the second column, a realization corresponding to subalgebra in
the first column is presented. The entry consists of images of the basis elements e1, e2, e3, and e4.
In the last column, the negation of last column of Table 1 expresses a condition for the realization
to be faithful.
The classification with respect to inner or all automorphisms is obtained easily by substituting
the parameters of subalgebras by parameters of the chosen representatives. By doing so in case of
inner automorphisms and applying Lemma 10, we get a complete system of realizations of g with
respect to inner automorphisms and list it in Table 3. The function f : R→ R is an arbitrary local
function satisfying f(0) = 0. All realizations are Inn-inequivalent.
Subalgebra Realization
h1 0, ∂1, ∂2, ∂3
h02 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, 0, ∂3
h12 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, −e
x2∂1, ∂3
h−12 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, e
x2∂1, ∂3
h
a,0
3 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, −a∂3
h
a+x4,0
3 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, −(a+ x4)∂3
h
a,1
3 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, −e
x2∂1 − a∂3
h
a+x4,1
3 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, −e
x2∂1 − (a+ x4)∂3
h
a,−1
3 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, e
x2∂1 − a∂3
h
a+x4,−1
3 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, e
x2∂1 − (a+ x4)∂3
h
a,b,0
4 ∂1, x1∂1 − a∂2 − b∂3, ∂2, ∂3
h
a,b+x4,0
4 ∂1, x1∂1 − a∂2 − (b+ x4)∂3, ∂2, ∂3
h
a+x4,b+f(x4),0
4 ∂1, x1∂1 − (a+ x4)∂2 − (b+ f(x4))∂3, ∂2, ∂3
h
a+x4,b+x5,0
4 ∂1, x1∂1 − (a+ x4)∂2 − (b+ x5)∂3, ∂2, ∂3
Table 3: Complete system of realizations of g with rank three with respect to inner automorphisms
Now, let us make the classification with respect to strong equivalence. As we mentioned in
Remark 4, we just have to put back the eliminated parameters. That is, instead of listing realizations
corresponding, for example, to ha,b+x4,04 , we list realizations corresponding to all h
a,b+x4,c
4 . The result
is in Table 4. All realizations are strongly inequivalent.
Finally, let us do the classification with respect to all automorphisms. As we mentioned in
Remark 5, the first step is to remove the unneccessary parameters. For example, all subalgebras
h
a,c
3 for c 6= 0 are Aut-equivalent to h
0,1
3 . Therefore, realizations corresponding to h
a,c
3 and h
a+x4,c
3
are equivalent to the realizations corresponding to h0,13 and h
x4,1
3 . The result of such a process is
listed in Table 5. In the last column, we list the number of the realization in the classification [11],
p. 7345 (only in case it is faithful).
The realization corresponding to h0,x4,04 is Aut-equivalent to realization h
x4,0,0
4 . Furthermore,
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Subalgebra Realization
h1 0, ∂1, ∂2, ∂3
hc2 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, −ce
x2∂1, ∂3
h
a,c
3 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, −ce
x2∂1 − a∂3
h
a+x4,c
3 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, −ce
x2∂1 − (a+ x4)∂3
h
a,b,c
4 ∂1, (x1 − c)∂1 − a∂2 − b∂3, ∂2, ∂3
h
a,b+x4,c
4 ∂1, (x1 − c)∂1 − a∂2 − (b+ x4)∂3, ∂2, ∂3
h
a+x4,b+f(x4),c
4 ∂1, (x1 − c)∂1 − (a+ x4)∂2 − (b+ f(x4))∂3, ∂2, ∂3
h
a+x4,b+x5,c
4 ∂1, (x1 − c)∂1 − (a+ x4)∂2 − (b+ x5)∂3, ∂2, ∂3
Table 4: Complete system of realizations of g with rank three with respect to strong equivalence
Subalgebra Realization No. in [11]
h1 0, ∂1, ∂2, ∂3
h
0,0
3 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, 0
h
x4,0
3 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, −x4∂3 7
h
0,1
3 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, −e
x2∂1 6
h
x4,1
3 ∂1, x1∂1 + ∂2, ∂3, −e
x2∂1 − x4∂3 5
h
0,0,0
4 ∂1, x1∂1, ∂2, ∂3 4
h
0,x4,0
4 ∂1, x1∂1 − x4∂3, ∂2, ∂3 3
h
x4,f(x4),0
4 ∂1, x1∂1 − x4∂2 − f(x4)∂3, ∂2, ∂3 3
h
x4,x5,0
4 ∂1, x1∂1 − x4∂2 − x5∂3, ∂2, ∂3 2
Table 5: Complete system of realizations of g with rank three with respect to all automorphisms
realizations corresponding to h
x4,f(x4),0
4 may be, for different f , also equivalent. All other realizations
listed in 5 are Aut-inequivalent.
To find the condition for the realizations corresponding to h
x4,f(x4),0
4 to be equivalent, we have
to examine, how automorphisms act on this subalgebra-valued function. The equation
αt1,t2,t3,t4,t5,t6,t7,t8(h
x4,f(x4),0
4 ) = h
x˜4,f˜(x˜4),0
4 ,
where α is an automorphism of g parametrized as in (6), together with conditions x˜4(x4 = 0) = 0
and f(0) = 0, leads to constraint t2, t3, t4 = 0 and finally is equivalent to
x˜4 = t5x4 + t6f(x4), f˜(x˜4) = t7x4 + t8f(x4),
Therefore, realizations corresponding to h
x4,f(x4),0
4 and h
x4,f˜(x4),0
4 , where f(0) = f˜(0) = 0, are
equivalent if and only if
f˜(t5x+ t6f(x)) = t7x+ t8f(x),
where t5t8 − t6t7 6= 0 (cf. [11] p. 7351).
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